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FORUM RINGS

SERIES

SURFACE MOUNT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The RINGS is an LED specific lighting system by FORUM. Cutting edge diffusion technology,
minimalistic hardware, and remote mounted electronics provides superior lighting performance
in an ultra-sleek low-profile design. Multiple size configurations, output levels and mounting
scenarios are available.

RING series fixtures come configured from the factory for each project’s specific installation.
This document will help guide you through the details of the RING SURFACE MOUNT system
(RNG-XX-S-). Please contact FORUM for any additional drawings and information specific to
your installation.

PART LIST
A - DRIVER

GENERAL INSTALLATION

B - POSITIVE LOW VOLTAGE WIRE

D - TWO CONDUCTOR LEVER NUT

C - NEGATIVE LOW VOLTAGE WIRE

E - J-BOX MOUNTING SCREW
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Step 1: Remote driver must be
installed within 100’ from fixture.
Use standard conduit to supply
power to driver and low voltage
positive and negative wires from
driver to J-Box. Consult factory
for custom driver installs.
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Step 2: Using factory provided
mounting tool set screw head
distance on J-Box to prepare for
fixture installation
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Step 3: To install fixture, support
in position just below junction
box with lift. Make connection
with the low voltage black and
red wires from the driver to the
corresponding low voltage black
and red wires exiting the fixture
utilizing the provided 2-lever nut.
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Step 4: Hang fixture by lifting it
onto pre set mounting screws
from step 2 and rotate and lock
fixture into place. Note two
mounting hole patterns for a
large or small junction box.

DO NOT SUPPORT RINGS FIXTURE BY LENS. SUPPORT BY METAL HOUSING
ONLY. DO NOT press or shift lens. Disruption of lens/LED stack can result in damage to
the lens and/or adverse lighting effect.
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FORUM RINGS

SERIES

CONICAL CABLE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The RINGS is an LED specific lighting system by FORUM. Cutting edge diffusion technology,
minimalistic hardware, and remote mounted electronics provides superior lighting performance
in an ultra-sleek low-profile design. Multiple size configurations, output levels and mounting
scenarios are available.

RING series fixtures come configured from the factory for each project’s specific installation.
This document will help guide you through the details of the RING CONICAL CABLE system
(RNG-XX-CC-). Please contact FORUM for any additional drawings and information specific
to your installation.

PART LIST

GENERAL INSTALLATION

A - DRIVER
B - POSITIVE LOW VOLTAGE WIRE
C - NEGATIVE LOW VOLTAGE WIRE
D - TWO CONDUCTOR LEVER NUT
E - POSITIVE LOW VOLTAGE SUSPENSION CABLE
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Step 1: Junction Box mounting
location; Ring fixtures require
a J-Box mount on center of the
circular pattern sized below.
18” - 17.313”
24” - 21.125”
36” - 34.25”
48” - 45.563”

18”
24”
36”
48”

Step 2: Remote driver must be
installed within 100’ from fixture.
Use standard conduit to supply
power to driver and low voltage
positive and negative wires from
driver to J-Box. Consult factory
for custom driver installs.
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Step 3: To install fixture, support
in position just below junction
box with lift**. Make connection
with the low voltage black and
red wires from the driver to the
corresponding air craft cables
labeled positive or negative utilizing the provided 2-lever nut.
Step 4: Hang fixture by attaching
the mounting plate to the J-Box.
Complete installation by installing
canopy cover to mounting plate.
Slowly lower fixture until supported by cables. Minor leveling can
be achieved at J-Box gripper

F - MOUNTING PLATE
G - J-BOX MOUNTING SCREW
H - 5” CANOPY
I - 1/4-20 X 5/8” CANOPY SCREW
J - J-BOX GRIPPER
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DO NOT SUPPORT RINGS FIXTURE BY LENS. SUPPORT BY METAL HOUSING
ONLY. DO NOT press or shift lens. Disruption of lens/LED stack can result in damage to
the lens and/or adverse lighting effect.
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FORUM RINGS

SERIES

SINGLE STEM INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The RINGS is an LED specific lighting system by FORUM. Cutting edge diffusion technology,
minimalistic hardware, and remote mounted electronics provides superior lighting performance
in an ultra-sleek low-profile design. Multiple size configurations, output levels and mounting
scenarios are available.

RING series fixtures come configured from the factory for each project’s specific installation.
This document will help guide you through the details of the RING SINGLE STEM system
(RNG-XX-H-). Please contact FORUM for any additional drawings and information specific to
your installation.

PART LIST

GENERAL INSTALLATION

1

A - DRIVER
B - POSITIVE LOW VOLTAGE WIRE
C - NEGATIVE LOW VOLTAGE WIRE
D - STEM ADAPTER
E - STEM

Step 1: Remote driver must be
installed within 100’ from fixture.
Use standard conduit to supply
power to driver and low voltage
positive and negative wires from
driver to J-Box. Consult factory
for custom driver installs.

B

F - TWO CONDUCTOR LEVER NUT
G - MOUNTING PLATE
H - J-BOX MOUNTING SCREW
I - 5” CANOPY
J - #8-32 X 3/8” CANOPY SCREW
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Step 2: Push the low voltage positive and negatives wires exiting
the fixture through the stem and
thread the stem onto the adapter
on the back of the fixture.
Step 3: To install fixture, support
in position just below junction
box with lift. Make connection
with the low voltage black and
red wires from the driver to the
corresponding low voltage black
and red wires exiting the fixture
utilizing the provided 2-lever nut.
Step 4: Lift fixture by the stem up
to the attachment point and screw
the mounting plate onto the J-Box.
Complete installation by installing
canopy cover to mounting plate.
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DO NOT SUPPORT RINGS FIXTURE BY LENS. SUPPORT BY METAL HOUSING
ONLY. DO NOT press or shift lens. Disruption of lens/LED stack can result in damage to
the lens and/or adverse lighting effect.
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FORUM RINGS

SERIES

STRAIGHT CABLE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The RINGS is an LED lighting system by FORUM. Cutting edge diffusion technology,
minimalistic hardware, and remote mounted electronics provide superior lighting performance
in an ultra-sleek, low-profile design. Multiple size configurations, output levels and mounting
scenarios are available.

RING series fixtures come configured from the factory for each project’s specific installation.
This document will help guide you through the details of the RING STRAIGHT CABLE System
(RNG-XX-SC-). Please contact FORUM for any additional drawings and information specific
to your installation.

PARTS LIST
A - DRIVER
B - POSITIVE LOW VOLTAGE WIRE
C - NEGATIVE LOW VOLTAGE WIRE
D - TWO CONDUCTOR LEVER NUT
E - POSITIVE LOW VOLTAGE SUSPENSION CABLE

GENERAL INSTALLATION

1

Step 1: Junction Box mounting
location; Ring fixtures require 3
J-Box at 120 DEG. on the circular
pattern sized below.
18” - 15.656”
24” - 19.438”
36” - 32.563”
48” - 43.906” - 4x J-Box @ 90 DEG.
Step 2: Remote driver must be
installed within 100’ from fixture.
Use standard conduit to supply
power to driver and from driver to
separate low voltage positive and
negative drops. Consult factory
for custom driver installs.

18”
24”
36”
48”
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Step 3: To install fixture, support
in position just below junction box
with lift. Make connection with the
low voltage black and red wires
from the driver to the corresponding air craft cables labeled positive
or negative utilizing the provided
2-lever nut.
Step 4: Hang fixture by attaching
the mounting plate to the J-Box.
Complete installation by installing
canopy cover to mounting plate.
Slowly lower fixture until supported by cables. Minor leveling can
be achieved at J-Box gripper.

F - MOUNTING PLATE
G - J-BOX MOUNTING SCREW
H - 5” CANOPY
I - 8-32 X 3/8” CANOPY SCREW
J - J-BOX GRIPPER
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DO NOT SUPPORT RINGS FIXTURE BY LENS. SUPPORT BY METAL HOUSING
ONLY. DO NOT press or shift lens. Disruption of lens/LED stack can result in damage to
the lens and/or adverse lighting effect.
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Product Application Note AN-008 Rev.A.0

Updated:13/05/30

The LED Driver Expert
XLD Series Power Unit Installation Instructions
1) Installation of the XLD series power unit requires the proper connection of both the AC wires
to the AC facility power, and the DC wires to the LED lighting system. (Note: All electrical
wiring should comply with local and national electrical codes. Installation should be
performed by qualified electrical service personnel. )
2) To access both the AC and DC power wiring and wiring compartments, remove the top cover
by removing the 4 screws using a Philips screwdriver. Ensure that the white plastic washers
on each screw are not lost during removal.
3) Install and secure the AC conduit pipe to the XLD power unit’s ½ “ knockout by using the
proper conduit fitting hardware. The AC source wires should be protruding from the conduit
pipe and into the XLD’s AC wiring compartment.
(Note: For installation in outdoor or wet locations, liquid tight fittings and conduit must
be used for proper NEMA 3 protection.)
4) Connect the AC source wires to the XLD power unit’s AC input wires using the proper UL
approved wire nuts. Refer to the rating label affixed on the XLD power unit for AC wire
color codes. The Black wire from the XLD unit should connect to the incoming AC Line
wire. The White wire from the XLD unit should connect to the incoming AC Neutral wire.
Finally, the Green wire from the XLD unit should connect to the incoming AC Ground wire.
(Note: The XLD’s complete metal case is referenced to AC ground, upon proper
installation of AC input wires.)
5) Connect the XLD unit DC wires to the LED lighting system by connecting the DC wires to
the LED lighting system input wires. The wire connections are made within the XLD’s DC
wiring compartment, using wire nuts, crimp terminals, wire-to-wire connectors, or any other
type of electrical connection. Refer to the rating label affixed on the XLD power unit for DC
wire color codes. The Black wires from the XLD unit are the DC negative side and should
connect to the lighting system’s DC negative input, ‘-‘. The Red wires from the XLD unit are
the DC positive side and should connect to the lighting system’s DC positive input, ‘+’. The
LED lighting system DC input wires can be secured to the XLD power unit, by attaching
conduit pipe and conduit fittings, or cord and cord fittings onto the XLD’s DC side ½”
knockout . Note: The output wires for each channel should not be interconnected.
6) Once all wiring is completed, turn on the AC supply to check for proper LED lighting system
operation. Once proper operation is confirmed, turn off the AC supply and then re-install the
top cover of the XLD power unit, using the 4 screws and Philips screwdriver. Ensure that the
plastic washers are installed on each screw before re-installation. It is also important to
ensure that all wiring is maintained within each wiring compartment to prevent wires from
being pinched between the cover’s gasket and the unit’s case. (Note: In outdoor
installations, or any installation in wet locations, tighten the screws using a torque
controlled screwdriver, with a torque setting of 4.0 to 6.0 inch pounds.)

Gre Alpha Electronics Limited,
Address: Unit 323 & 325, 3/F,No. 1 Science Park West Avenue, Hong Kong Science Park,Shatin,Hong Kong.
Tel: (852) 2423-3332
Fax: (852) 2423-3626
Website: www.grealpha.com
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Product Application Note AN-008 Rev.A.0

Updated:13/05/30

The LED Driver Expert

Connection Information

Typical Installation
½” Conduit directly
connected to power supply
(EMT or Liquid Tight type)
120/240 VAC
Supply From
Facility

XLD
Series

Note: Heyco Liquid Tight Conduit
and conduit fittings (or equivalent)
required for installations requiring
NEMA 3 protection. The DC Output
side can also be used with liquid
tight cord fittings and UL rated
Cord.

AC In:
Line – Black Wire
Neutral – White Wire
Ground – Green Wire
L

N

G

AC Input:
Conduit ready input connection
for ½” conduit and fittings

Class 2 Power Supply
w/ NEMA 3 protection

XLD75

Automatic Constant- voltage or
constant - current operation.
DC Output:
½” Conduit or Cord connection
to LED System

+V1

LED Lighting System

DC
Gnd

DC Out:
+V: Red Wires
DC Gnd: Black Wires

Gre Alpha Electronics Limited,
Address: Unit 323 & 325, 3/F,No. 1 Science Park West Avenue, Hong Kong Science Park,Shatin,Hong Kong.
Tel: (852) 2423-3332
Fax: (852) 2423-3626
Website: www.grealpha.com
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Product Application Note AN-008 Rev.A.0

Updated:13/05/30

The LED Driver Expert
Wiring Procedures
To access both the AC and DC wiring compartments, remove the top cover
by removing the 4 screws using a Philips screwdriver. Ensure the white plastic
washers on each screw are not lost during removal.

Can be mounted on wall,
on shelf, or under shelf

(Note: In outdoor in stallations, or any installation in wet locations, tighten the screws using a torque
controlled screwdriver with a torque setting of 4.0 to 6.0 inch pounds.)

Gre Alpha Electronics Limited,
Address: Unit 323 & 325, 3/F,No. 1 Science Park West Avenue, Hong Kong Science Park,Shatin,Hong Kong.
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The LED Driver Expert

XLD Series LED Driver Optional Installation
AC Cord Input and DC Cord Output

UL Outdoor Rated AC CordCustomer Supplied

XLDXXX-XXXX-FC

Heyco Liquid Tight (or
equivalent) Cord Fittings
-Customer Supplied

Note: All Installations must conform to UL, Local and National Electrical Codes.
For NEMA 3 protection in outdoor installations, the use of Heyco liquid tight
fittings (or equivalent) is required.

Gre Alpha Electronics Limited,
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